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of inferring a social or a cullural process fioni the aieheological evidence. It is a
suggestive hypothesis, however, to aigue that piehuinan man became human as he
learned how to transmit his cullural traditions moie and mote effectively; in a word,
by learning how to educate himself and otheis.
Folk Society: Food-gathering
and Food-producing Wttys of Life
Virtually all we know about the earliest forms of human culture must he inferred From
examination of the things men made that have been picsoivod m the eaith. The oldest
of these arc stone tools and weapons; hence the teun paleolithic has been applied to
this stage of man's development. The problem of icconstiuclinj1, man's society and
culture in early paleolithic times is even more difficult than ^constructing his
biological characteristics from his skeletal remains. But we do know that from about
500,000 years ago until about 100,000 years ai',o the tools showed little change over
long periods of time. The inference is that man's conditions of life ami his methods of
teaching toolmaking skills were relatively rudimenlaiy and unchanging. Paleolithic
man subsisted in small bands by means of collecting or luwlim1, (bod.
Sometime between 100,000 and 75,000 yeais ago, paleolithic men somewhere in
Southwest Asia began to make and use standard tools as they adopted improved
patterns of restricted wandering, selective hunting, and intensified collecting methods
for the gathering of their food. They no longer wandered aimlessly; they organized
themselves and the making of their tools, no mallei how ciudely or how simply. As
they did these things, they began to improve their communication through meaningful
speech, and they began to create social institutions for |»oveminj» the conduct of their
groups. In all these ways prehuman men were learning how to teach their acquired
culture to their young.
Signs of the greater cultural skill among later paleolithic men were many: their
stone blades showed greater refinement in design and sharpness; bone tools appeared;
fire was employed; bows, spear throwers, and harpoons were fashioned; skins of
animals were shaped and sewn for use as clothing; vessels were made to contain food
and liquids; caves and huts were used for habitation; and artistic expression took the
form of line drawings, paintings, carvings, and decorations. As population increased,it
seems likely that cooperative, organi/.ed efforts aided in the search for food and in the
organization of war and defense. Ceremonies and riles were held either for burial or
perhaps for magical propitiation of the forces that were believed to rule life after
death. Startling testimony to the remarkable intellectual skills of prehistoric man is set
forth by Alexander Marshack, whose studies of record-keeping notations on hundreds
of bones of later paleolithic times led him to say:
Apparently as far back as 30,000 B. C. the Ice Age hunter of western
Europe was using a system of notations that was already evolved, complex, and
sophisticated, a tradition that would seem to have been thousands of years old
by this point .. . this notation was a cognitive, time-factored, and time-factoring
technique ... the notations we have analyzed are not yet writing as we know it.

